ZIP-TIES (INCLUDED) NOT SHOWN
RADT90KIT6 SHOWN (ORDER SEPARATELY)
ZIP-TIE SLOTS

SHOWN IS CF150 SERIES

CABLOFIL WIRE BASKET ACCESSORY
Series: CF & ZF54, 105, & 150
RADT90RS - RADT90 RADIUS SHIELD

ASSEMBLY (KIT) INCLUDES:
- 2 - RADT90RS (1 SHOWN ABOVE)
- 4 - ZIP TIES
- INSTALL ON STANDARD RADT90KIT'S
- TRIM VERTICAL PORTION OF SHIELD (AT APPROPRIATE TRIM LINE) TO MATCH THE NECESSARY WIRE MESH DEPTH.
- 'ZIP-TIE' ONTO WIRE BASKET.
- IDEAL FOR ALL CABLES
- CREATES A SMOOTH SHIELD AROUND RADIUS BENDS

Material: PP
Color: BLACK
Finish: LOW POLISH
Fits Basket Series: CF & ZF54, 105, & 150
Radius: 5"